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1. The ocean layer is divided into ______ based on the absorption of insulation (heat) 
at the oceanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s surface

     	      6

     	      5

     	      4

     	--->> 3

2. Water exists in _____ states

     	--->> 3

     	      4

     	      5

     	      6

3. ______ processes involved in the OceanÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s heat loss

     	      2

     	--->> 3

     	      4

     	      5

4. ________ forms about 20% of the Polar Sea

     	      polar cap ice

     	--->> park ice

     	      fast ice

     	      ice bergs

5. ________ is formed starting from the land and extends into the sea

     	      polar cap ice
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     	      park ice

     	--->> fast ice

     	      ice bergs

6. The characteristics of the worldÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s ocean are largely determined by the 
______ properties of the sea

     	      chemical

     	--->> physical

     	      surface

     	      mixing

7. The SunÃ¢â‚¬â„¢s _______ depends on its latitude and time of the year.

     	--->> intensity

     	      direction

     	      altitude

     	      display

8. Ocean surface waters are warmest in __________

     	--->> late afternoon

     	      early afternoon

     	      early evening

     	      late evening

9. The quality of light that penetrates the ocean greatly depends _______

     	      approach angle

     	      sea state

     	--->> ice presence

     	      All of the above

10. ______ consists of about 70% of the polar sea
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     	--->> polar cap ice

     	      park ice

     	      fast ice

     	      ice bergs
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